This release addresses the following Service Request:

**Service Request 80919 - Capture DepCare and HCRA for History**

The service request reads as follows:

**Purpose**
The purpose of this document is to request that data elements associated with DepCare and HCRA information be captured for display in the History database.

**Background**
SHPS frequently requests historical information regarding DepCare/HCRA enrollments or deductions. Campuses must manually reconstruct this information because it is not contained in the History database. Therefore, campuses have requested that PPS be modified to include historical data regarding these plans in the History database.

**Requested Changes**
Currently, the DepCare/HCRA annual amount, monthly amount, effective date, and termination date are not captured for history processing. It is requested that the history process be modified to capture the DepCare/HCRA data for history processing and display on a history screen.

The DepCare/HCRA data elements are identified below:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Element Name</th>
<th>Data Element Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DepCare Annual</td>
<td>6335U</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DepCare Monthly</td>
<td>6335G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective Date</td>
<td>7335E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Termination Date</td>
<td>0315</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCRA Annual</td>
<td>6338U</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCRA Monthly</td>
<td>6338G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective Date</td>
<td>7338E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Termination Date</td>
<td>0314</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Screens**

The new data elements for DepCare and HCRA should appear at the bottom of the History Inquiry - Benefits Data 1 screen.

**Summary of UC Benefits Enrollment (IDOC)**

The IDOC for Benefits Enrollment should be modified to include the coverage effective date and the coverage end dates for both DepCare/HRCA. Please note that the annual amount and monthly contribution are already displayed.

**Differences from Requirements**

One-time

It was determined that in order to have history for 2004, it would be necessary to have a one-time program to capture DepCare and HCRA from the current EDB and load it to History.

**Programs**

**PPOT1611 (one-time)**

This one-time program was developed to capture current DepCare and HCRA enrollment data from the EDB and load it to History. This was accomplished by reading all employees enrolled in either HCRA or DepCare. For each enrollment, change records were generated indicating a change from no enrollment to the current enrollment. These change records were then processed by PPP742, the program that updates the History file. This one-time program has a run SPEC card with only the program name on the card.

**PPHBNFET, PPHBNHST, PPHBNUPD**

These programs are part of the standard PPS fetch complex for the PPPHBN table. They were modified to process the new columns for the DepCare and HCRA data elements.

**PPDXBENI**

This program creates the Benefit text for the Employee Documents application, IDOC. It was modified to add a text line displaying the DepCare Effective and Termination Dates and another line for displaying the HCRA Effective and Termination Dates.

**PPP742**

This program updates the History Tables with data from a change record ECF file. This program was modified to recognize ECF change records for GTN annual and monthly amounts and their effective dates for DepCare and HCRA enrollments. This was necessary in order to create the appropriate data element number put onto the History Data Element Table (PPPHDE) for the GTN fields.
PPWIBN1
This program is the screen processor for the online function IBN1, History Inquiry - Benefits Data 1. It was modified to prepare the map PPIBN10 for display of the new DepCare and HCRA data elements.

Copymembers

CPWSRHBN
This member defines the working storage for the records in the PPPHBN History Benefits Table. It was modified to include the new DepCare and HCRA data elements with corresponding change flags.

Include Members

PPPVHBN1, PPPVZHBN
These are include members used for the PPPHBN table. The new columns were added for the DepCare and HCRA data elements and corresponding change flags.

DDL Members

PPPVHBN1, PPPVZHBN, TBHBN00C, TBHBN05A
These DDL members define/modify the PPPHBN table and its associated views by adding the new DepCare and HCRA data elements and corresponding change flags.

Bind Members

PPOT1611 (new)
A one-time plan bind member for one-time program, PPOT1611.

CICS Maps

PPIBN10
This is the History Inquiry - Benefits Data 1 map. It was modified to include the labels and data fields for the new DepCare and HCRA data elements.

Table Updates

CICS Help Anchors
The help anchors were modified to anchor the new fields on the map PPIBN10 for the DepCare and HCRA data in the last two rows on the map. Other data was moved up the map in order to make room for these new fields. This caused modification to most of the anchors on the map.

PPPHDE - History Data Element Table
Eight records were added to the PPPHDE for the eight new data elements for the DepCare and HCRA enrollments.

Test Plan

An installation Test Plan is provided with this release.

Installation Instructions
An Installation Instructions Document is provided with this release.

**Timing of Installation**

The installation of this release is Date Mandated.

This release must be installed and the one-time program executed before the Calendar Year End Periodic EDB Maintenance.

If there are any questions, please send electronic mail to Janet.Kennedy@ucop.edu, or call at (510) 587-6128.

Janet Kennedy

cc: Jerry Wilcox